Stumpwork & Wingneedle Quiltblocks
Note: If your needle moves when you switch your machine on, don’t put
the wing needle in until your machine is switched on and the needle has adjusted itself.
If you are unsure if your machine can take a wing needle, please check with
your dealer first.
When using a wing needle, please use an embroidery foot with a biggish hole.
The Bernina Artista tear drop foot does not work with the wing needle so its
suggested that the no 9 darning foot or the no 15 embroidery foot is used.
I used the no 9 darning foot on my Bernina Artista to stitch out the wing needle designs.

Materials
Soft Cutaway stabilzier
Thin batting
Printed fabric
Plain fabric
Wingneedle

Method
Hoop the stabilizer and plain fabric. Insert the windneedle into your machine.
Stitch the first color. Remove the hoop and change your needle back to an embroidery needle.. Stitch the second color.
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At this point I use the same color for the next four color changes.
Stitch the next color. This marks where the stumpwork design is going. Place two to three layers of thing
batting over the stitched area and stitch the next color. This holds the batting in place. Trim the batting
from around the stitching. Place a piece of printed or colored fabric over the batting and stitch the next
color. Remove the hoop from the machine and trim away the excess fabric. When trimming fabric and batting, DO NOT REMOVE the design from the hoop. Stitch the next color.

Now change thread colors and complete the design
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